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Notes

28-February Yes Headings should use Title Caps. Accept
28-February Yes "... should comply with all Foundation policy concerning 

expenses..."
policy -> policies Accept

28-February Yes "... Executive Director’s signing authority requires an 
OWASP Board affirmative vote."

requires -> require Reject

28-February Yes The formatting/placement of angle 
brackets and commas in this sentence 
is off.

" “This work was supported by funding from OWASP Grant 
<grantID> from <sponsor> <, sponsor><, and the OWASP 
Foundation.”"

Accept

28-February Yes " Grants can seek additional volunteers to help complete 
the grant and share the grant with the volunteers."

Grantees?? Accept

11-March Yes Seek funding or sponsorship to fund the grant Identify the source(s), or proposed source(s) of 
funding to support the grant

Accept

11-March Yes From conversations with Andrew V. 
around the grants process, it's clearly 
not the Foundation's intent that every 
grant request will have to be 
accompanied by a new source of 
funding, so the policy's language 
should reflect this. 

In particular, it's expected in the 
medium- to long-term that there will be 
CFPs issued to request funding from 
Foundation-managed grant pools (e.g., 
from a blanket government or 
corporate grant, or in support of a 
Board-funded initiative).

This leads to the possibility that a piece 
of work a project team would like to do 
could potentially fit within the scope of 
more than one open CFP. In such 
cases, the proposal could list the CFP 
or CFPs under which they'd like to be 
considered.

16-March No Add Application Criteria. Clear criteria 
may helpful for applier to prepare and 
win the applicaiton.

Reject

16-March No The defination of  "larger community" is 
suggested. Is it means large chapter 
within OWASP or large community 
outside of OWASP? If it is large 
community outside of OWASP,  how 
OWASP protects own reputation? 

Accept Ask Andrew 
original intent, 
or drop line?

16-March Yes Is 7 days enough time to find a 
sponsor?

Accept Per Rick's note
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16-March Yes Will there be a standard 
contract/document for a grant sponsor? 
My concern is what if the project does 
not get completed or finished in a 
timely manner. What would be the 
sponsor's expectations? Do they want 
a refund, etc. I think we need to have a 
legal document that covers all basis.

16-March Yes Do the sponsors know that is they 
donate $10k and only $8k is used of 
the grant that the remainder will be put 
into a general grant budget?


